For a particular class of backgrounds, equations of motion for string sigma models targeted in mutually dual Poisson-Lie groups are equivalent. This phenomenon is called the Poisson-Lie T-duality. On the level of the corresponding string effective actions, the situation becomes more complicated due to the presence of the dilaton field.
Introduction
Poisson-Lie T-duality is an interesting version of non-Abelian duality for string sigma models. It makes use of the rich geometry of the so called Drinfeld's doubles. It was first proposed by Klimčík andŠevera in [1] , followed by their papers [2, 3] . It was then extensively examined on the quantum level, e.g., in [4, 5] and many others. In context of the double field theory, it appeared, e.g., in [6] . Let us very briefly recall how Poisson-Lie T-duality (henceforth abbreviated as PLT duality) works.
Drinfeld double is a quadratic Lie group D with two closed subgroups G, G * ⊆ D, such that the respective Lie subalgebras g, g * ⊆ d are maximally isotropic, mutually complementary subspaces of the quadratic Lie algebra (d, ·, · d ) corresponding to D. Equivalently, this corresponds to a choice of a Manin triple (d, g, g * ) or a Lie bialgebra structure (g, δ) on g. For a nice exposition, see, e.g., [7] . We recall the corresponding terminology in Subsection 2.3.
A two-dimensional σ-model targeted in G is given by an action functional
on the space of smooth maps l : Σ → G, where (Σ, h) is a given oriented two-dimensional Lorentzian manifold 1 , g is a metric on G and B ∈ Ω 2 (G * ) is a given 2-form. One usually assumes that there are local coordinates (τ, σ) on Σ, such that h is locally the Minkowski metric. It is convenient to introduce new coordinates z = σ + τ andz = σ − τ . The functional S σ can be then rewritten as
where
Without going into details, to each l : Σ → G, one can now assign a unique "Noetherian" 1-form J ∈ Ω 1 (Σ, g * ). Moreover, one assumes that for l solving the equations of motion, J is subject to the Maurer-Cartan equation with respect to the dual Lie algebra on g * :
It turns out that this can be ensured by imposing a certain restriction on the background tensor E. In particular, one can show that each such E corresponds to the unique maximal positive definite subspace E ⊆ d with respect to ·, · d . The corresponding formula is given in detail in Subsection 4.2.
In this construction, the Lie subgroups G and G * play an interchangeable role. One can thus construct a completely analogous action functional S σ targeted in the dual Lie group G * . One can hope for some relation of the solutions of both σ-models. This is indeed possible under some technical assumptions [1] .
Let us assume that l : Σ → G solves the equations given by S σ for a background E corresponding to the subspace E ⊆ d. As the corresponding 1-form J satisfies (3), one can find a smooth map h : Σ → G * , such that J = h * θ R ′ , where θ R ′ is the right Maurer-Cartan form on the group G * . We can now form a single map d : Σ → D, for all (z,z) ∈ Σ, as
where the multiplication is taken in the group D. Under certain conditions (in detail described in Subsection 2.3) one can decompose d the other way around:
for all (z,z) ∈ Σ. Hence, we find a pair of smooth maps l : Σ → G * and h : Σ → G. Also, consider the dual tensor E ∈ T 0 2 (G * ) corresponding to the same subspace E ⊆ d.
The main statement of PLT duality: The map l constructed above satisfies the equations of motion given by S σ for the background E. Moreover, the corresponding Noetherian 1-form is obtained as J = h * θ R .
Motivated by the quantization of a bosonic string, one can add a new term to the action (1). Namely, let φ ∈ C ∞ (G) be a smooth function called the dilaton field, and let R (2) ∈ C ∞ (Σ) be the scalar curvature of the metric h. Consider a new action functional as
The quantization of this σ-model is anomaly-free only for a certain class of backgrounds (g, B, φ).
In particular, one requires the vanishing of so called 1-loop beta functions. See, e.g., [8] for details. Equivalently, these conditions are obtained as equations of motion of the low-energy string effective action given by the functional
For the explicit form of equations of motion of this theory using our notation, see ,e.g., [9] .
There has been a lot of effort to incorporate the dilaton into the PLT duality. It involves a demanding calculation using path integrals, see [5, 10] . It turns out that the question can be literally puzzling [11, 12] . In particular, one obtains some restrictions on the choices of Lie bialgebras (g, δ).
In this paper, we approach this in a slightly different way. Observe that the dual backgrounds E and E of the respective σ-models are obtained from a single piece of an algebraic data, namely a choice of the maximal positive definite subspace E ⊆ d, and the geometrical interplay of the two subgroups G and G * within the Lie group D. If we think of the respective dilaton fields φ and φ in the same way, one can expect that there is a similar procedure giving a pair of "mutually dual" dilatons.
Our starting point is a geometrical framework described in [13, 14] . It shows that the PLT duality should naturally be viewed in terms of Courant algebroids and their reductions. In particular, the question of their renormalization can be addressed in this way, see [15] . On the other hand, equations of motion given by (7) can conveniently be described in terms of Courant algebroid connections and properties of their associated curvature tensors. This was done, using slightly different techniques, independently in [16, 17, 18] and in our work [19, 20, 21] and [9] . The idea of this paper is to combine the two techniques. In particular, the choice of the subspace E ⊆ d leading to the Poisson-Lie T-dual σ-model backgrounds corresponds to the choice of a so called generalized metric. This suggests that Levi-Civita Courant algebroid connections should be involved too.
We summarize the main result of this paper in Theorem 6.2. To the best of our belief and knowledge, one of the most interesting aspects of its proof is that our geometrical framework naturally imposes restrictions on admissible Lie bialgebras obtained previously on the quantum level. We obtain a pair of dilaton fields φ and φ on G and G * , respectively, such that the backgrounds (E, φ) solve the equations of motion given by (7) if and only if ( E, φ) are solutions to their dual analogue. Interestingly, it turns out that to find such solutions, it is necessary and sufficient to solve the system of algebraic equations for the subspace E ⊆ d.
The paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we focus on a comprehensive review of the rich geometrical and algebraic content of so called Manin pairs, that is a quadratic Lie algebra with a maximally isotropic subalgebra of half its dimension. This gives us an interesting reformulation of the Atiyah sequence of D viewed as a principal G-bundle. It turns out that there are two canonical algebroid structures on the trivial vector bundle E = D/G × d. We recall this along with all necessary background. The choice of a complement of g in d that forms a Lie subalgebra of d gives us a Lie bialgebra (g, δ), a basic algebraic object for PLT duality. Finally, we conclude with a brief description of geometrical objects on the Lie group G integrating the Lie bialgebra (g, δ) and of the induced actions of Lie groups on their respective duals.
Next, in Section 3 we recall how generalized geometry and Courant algebroids can conveniently be used to describe the equations of motion of low-energy string effective actions. This involves Courant algebroid connections compatible with the generalized metric encoding the background fields. We recall the necessary definitions of the generalized metric, Courant algebroid connections and the associated curvature tensors. In particular, we formulate the essential Theorem 3.8.
Section 4 describes in detail the geometry behind the Poisson-Lie T-duality. In particular, the Drinfel'd double D can be viewed as two different principal bundles, one over the point {⋆} with the structure group D, the other over the left coset space D/G with the structure group G. Consequently, we can construct a D-equivariant (and hence also a G-equivariant) Courant algebroid on the generalized tangent bundle T D ⊕ T * D, which allows for a reduction onto two different Courant algebroids, one over the point { * } and the other over the coset space D/G. The first one happens to be just the Lie algebra d itself, whereas the latter one is isomorphic to the canonical exact Courant algebroid on the generalized tangent bundle TG * . We show that one can lift the generalized metric E ⊆ d on d and then use the reduction by G to obtain a subbundle V g + ⊆ TG * . It turns out that this one is a graph of the map E encoding the backgrounds of the dual sigma model S σ .
Next, in Section 5, we show that a similar procedure of lifting and subsequently reducing (with respect to the subgroup G) can be performed also for any given Levi-Civita connection (with respect to the generalized metric E ⊆ d) ∇ 0 on d. It provides us with a new Levi-Civita connection ∇ on the vector bundle TG * with respect to the generalized metric V g + . One has to find conditions for ∇ to be suitable to describe the equations of motion of the low-energy effective action. First, we address the vanishing of some characteristic vector field X ∇ associated with ∇. The most difficult part comes with the calculation of the dilaton field. Although the result is relatively simple, one has to use all tricks up his sleeve to arrive to its final form in Theorem 5.8. Based on suggestions from a referee, we have included a more detailed discussion of the dilaton formula in Subsection 5.5.
The rather short final Section 6 postulates and proves the main statement of this paper, Theorem 6.2. A reader interested only in the results can skip directly to this part. It is followed by several remarks discussing the technical assumptions and possible generalizations of the theorem.
Geometry of Manin pairs
In this section, we will briefly recall the canonical algebraic structures induced by the presence of the Lagrangian subgroup G ⊆ D of a quadratic Lie group D. For a detailed exposition of this topic, see [22] . By a Manin pair, we mean a pair (d, g) of Lie algebras, where g is a maximally isotropic subalgebra of a quadratic Lie algebra (d, ·, · d ), where ·, · d is assumed to have the signature (m, m). In particular, this implies dim g = m. Furthermore, we assume that d = Lie(D) and g = Lie(G), where G ⊆ D is a closed connected Lie subgroup of D. We can thus consider the principal G-bundle π : D → M , where M = D/G is a quotient manifold of left cosets corresponding to the subgroup G.
Atiyah sequence corresponding to the Manin pair
As for any principal G-bundle, one can construct the canonical short exact sequence (in the category of smooth vector bundles over M ) called the Atiyah sequence of D.
where At(D) := T D/G is the Atiyah vector bundle obtained by the reduction of the Gequivariant tangent bundle T D. See, e.g., [23] for details of the construction. Also, g D := D× Ad g denotes the adjoint bundle associated to the principal fibration π : D → M . 
commutative. The maps ρ and ρ * can be described explicitly. Indeed, let ⊲ denote the canonical left action of D on the coset space
for all m ∈ M and x ∈ d, where # ⊲ : d → X(M ) denotes the infinitesimal generator corresponding to the action ⊲ of D on M . Now, observe that E ≡ M × d comes equipped with a fiber-wise metric ·, · d induced by the one (denoted by the same symbol) on the quadratic Lie algebra d. Let g d ∈ Hom(E, E * ) be the induced vector bundle isomorphism. Then one obtains
where ρ T ∈ Hom(T * M, E * ) denotes the (fiber-wise) transpose of the vector bundle map ρ. Note that Im(ρ * ) ⊆ E forms a Lagrangian subbundle of (E, ·, · d ).
Lie and Courant algebroids on E
It is a well-known fact that there is a canonical Lie algebroid structure on At(D) induced by the usual Lie bracket on X(D) known as Atiyah Lie algebroid. Let us recall some definitions first.
Definition 2.1. Let q : E → M be a smooth vector bundle, equipped with a vector bundle map ρ ∈ Hom(E, T M ) called the anchor, together with an R-bilinear bracket [·, ·] E : Γ(E) × Γ(E) → Γ(E), subject to the following axioms:
1. There holds a Leibniz rule:
forms a Leibniz algebra, that is, it satisfies the Leibniz identity:
All conditions are supposed to hold for all f ∈ C ∞ (M ) and ψ, ψ 
for all ψ, ψ ′ ∈ Γ(E). This is forced by the compatibility of the Leibniz rule and (12). 
for all ψ, ψ ′ ∈ Γ(E). Note that the unusual minus sign comes from the fact that we use the right trivialization Ψ ♮ R in the process. It is easy to verify all axioms of Lie algebroid explicitly. Now, observe that the natural generalization of the ad-invariance condition
does not hold for all sections 4 of E. However, there is an another algebroid structure on E at our disposal. Let us recall its definition.
be a Leibniz algebroid, equipped with a fiber-wise metric ·, · E . Suppose that:
1. Pairing and bracket are compatible:
for all ψ, ψ ′ , ψ ′′ ∈ Γ(E).
2. Let g E ∈ Hom(E, E * ) be the vector bundle isomorphism induced by ·, · E and define an R-linear map D :
for all ψ, ψ ′ ∈ Γ(E), i.e., the symmetric part of [·, ·] E is controlled by ρ and ·, · E .
Courant algebroids originally appeared in [24] as a generalization of Manin triples for Lie bialgebroids. The modern definition was introduced in [25] .
Remark 2.4. For any Courant algebroid, one has ρ • ρ * = 0. We thus obtain a cochain complex
If this is a short exact sequence (i.e. the corresponding cohomology group is trivial), E is called an exact Courant algebroid.
It turns out that we can find such a structure on E = M × d with the fiber-wise metric ·,
α=1 be some basis of the Lie algebra d, and let {ψ α } dim d
α=1 be the corresponding constant sections of Γ(E). Write ψ = ϕ α · ψ α for a collection of unique smooth functions
Exactness of (9) 
The polarization of this relation gives the axiom (17) . We conclude that (E, ρ,
forms an exact 5 Courant algebroid. This example first appeared in unpublished works [26, 27] and more recently in [22, 13] . As for any exact Courant algebroid, there is a unique de Rham
for all (X, ξ), (Y, η) ∈ Γ(TM ). The anchor is given by the projection onto T M and the fiber-wise metric ·, · T corresponds to the canonical pairing of 1-forms with vector fields. The closed 3-form H is constructed as follows. Consider an isotropic 6 splitting s ∈ Hom(T M, E) of the short exact sequence (18) , that is,
As (18) is the Atiyah sequence in disguise, each isotropic splitting corresponds to the principal bundle connection A ∈ Ω 1 (D, g), where the horizontal distribution Hor A (D) ⊆ T D is isotropic with respect to the bi-invariant metric on D induced by ·, · d . One can calculate H directly in terms of the 1-form s, see [22] for the proof. One finds H = − 1 2C 3 (s), whereC
is the Chern-Simons-like 3-form defined using
Lie bialgebras, Poisson-Lie groups
Every Manin pair (d, g) induces the following short exact sequence:
5 The sequence (9) is a priori exact. 6 Such splitting always exists.
where i * is the map defined as i * (x), y := x, i(y) d for all x ∈ d and y ∈ g. Let j ∈ Hom(g * , d) be an isotropic splitting of this sequence, that is i
Assume that the maximally isotropic subspace g ′ ≡ j(g * ) forms a Lie subalgebra of d. In this case, the split Manin pair is called a Manin triple (d, g, g ′ ). Equivalently, this corresponds to the definition of a Lie bialgebra (g, δ), where δ : g → g ⊗ g is a 1-cocycle in the ChevalleyEilenberg cochain complex. Moreover, let [·, ·] g * denote the Lie bracket induced on the dual space g * . Both objects are related to the split Manin pair (d, g, j) via the equation
for all x ∈ g and ξ, η ∈ g * . Using the splitting j, one can identify the Lie algebra d with the double g ⊕ g * . The bracket [·, ·] d can be under this identification written as
for all (x, ξ), (y, η) ∈ g ⊕ g * . Here ad * ξ denotes the coadjoint action of Lie algebra (g * , [·, ·] g * ) on the dual space g. Observe that the bracket (27) is obviously symmetric with respect to the interchange g ↔ g * . The symmetric non-degenerate invariant form ·, · d takes the form of the canonical pairing on g ⊕ g * , that is
for all (x, ξ), (y, η) ∈ g⊕g * . In the following, we will always identify d with the induced structures on the direct sum g ⊕ g * . For a more detailed exposition of Lie bialgebras see, e.g., [7] .
If g integrates to a connected Lie group G, each Lie bialgebra structure (g, δ) corresponds to a unique Poisson-Lie group bivector Π ∈ X 2 (G). Let us recall the definition.
Definition 2.5. Let G be a Lie group equipped with a Poisson bivector Π ∈ X 2 (G). We say that the tensor field Π is multiplicative if Π gh = L g * (Π h ) + R h * (Π g ) for all g, h ∈ G. Having this property, the pair (G, Π) is called a Poisson-Lie group.
Note that one immediately obtains Π e = 0. This excludes constant bivectors and symplectic manifolds as non-trivial examples. The cobracket δ is obtained from Π via the formula
where x ∈ X(G) is any vector field extending the tangent vector x ∈ g ≡ T e G. For details of this construction and detailed exposition of multiplicative tensor fields, see [28, 7] .
As g * ⊆ d is a Lie subalgebra, we may assume that g * = Lie(G * ) for a connected closed Lie subgroup G * ⊆ D. To any Lie bialgebra (g, δ), there is a dual Lie bialgebra (g * , δ * ). One thus gets a dual Poisson-Lie group structure Π * ∈ X 2 (G * ). We can use it to define an infinitesimal left action of g on the Lie group G * . To any x ∈ g, we may assign a right-invariant 1-form
where the prime is used to indicate that the right translation is on G * . Set
for all x ∈ g. Then ϕ l : g → X(G * ) is an anti-homomorphism of Lie brackets, that is
for all x, y ∈ g. 
for all x ∈ g. In this case, ϕ r is a bracket homomorphism.
We can combine the embeddings of both subgroups G and G * with the group multiplication on D to obtain a local diffeomorphism from G × G * to D. We define it as (g, h) → gh, for all (g, h) ∈ G × G * . Similarly, we have a local diffeomorphism (h, g) → hg of the Cartesian product G * × G and D.
It can be shown that these two maps are global diffeomorphisms iff either of the infinitesimal actions ϕ l or ϕ r is complete. Assume that this is true.
for all (g, h) ∈ G × G * . It is easy to see that Φ l defines a left action of G on G * , whereas Φ r is a right action of G * on G. Moreover, Φ l is precisely the left Lie group action integrating the left infinitesimal dressing action ϕ l of g on G, and Φ r is the right Lie group action integrating the right infinitesimal dressing action ϕ r of g * on G. For details and proofs, see [29] . Φ l is called the left dressing action of G on G * and similar names are adopted for the other variants.
One can use this to identify the coset space M = D/G with the Lie group G * . Indeed, define the smooth map Υ : M → G * making the diagram in the category of smooth manifolds
commutative. One can use the diffeomorphism Υ to define a Courant algebroid structure on
Recall that the anchor ρ of the Courant algebroid on E = M × d is given by the infinitesimal generator of the D-action ⊲ on M , see (10) . Let ◮ be the left D-action on G * making Υ into a D-equivariant map. One can easily read out the action of the subgroups G and G * on G * . For any g ∈ G and all h, h ′ ∈ G * , one obtains
In other words, G acts by the left dressing action, whereas G * acts by the ordinary left translation. Now, consider the vector bundle map ρ ′ ∈ Hom(E ′ , T G * ) defined by
It follows that ρ
for all (x, ξ) ∈ d and h ∈ G * . The pairing on E ′ remains the fiber-wise extension of ·, · d . As constant sections of E are mapped by
again just a fiber-wise extension of the Lie bracket −[·, ·] d using the Leibniz rule. In other words,
defines an exact Courant algebroid. ItsŠevera class can easily be calculated as there is a particularly simple isotropic splitting s
We have ρ
In fact, we have found the splitting s ′ where H ′ = 0.
Connections and low-energy effective actions
Let us very briefly recall how the equations of motion for low-energy string effective actions can be conveniently encoded in terms of Courant algebroid connections. For a detailed discussion of this topic, see [20, 9] .
for all ψ, ψ ′ , ψ ′′ ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C ∞ (M ). We write ∇ ψ ≡ ∇(ψ, ·).
One says that ∇ is torsion-free if the 3-form T ∇ ∈ Ω 3 (E) defined by
for all ψ, ψ ′ , ψ ′′ ∈ Γ(E), vanishes identically.
The definition of the torsion 3-form appeared independently in [26, 30] . The unusual additional term appearing in T ∇ is necessary to establish its tensoriality. Let us now recall a generalization of Riemann and Ricci curvature tensors. They were first introduced and examined in a double field theory paper [31] .
for all ψ, ψ ′ , φ, φ ′ ∈ Γ(E). This is not a tensor on E. Instead, set
λ=1 is the corresponding dual frame and ψ
4 (E) and we call it the generalized Riemann curvature tensor of ∇. It has only one non-trivial (up to a sign) contraction in two indices, namely
for all ψ, ψ ′ ∈ Γ(E). We call it the generalized Ricci curvature tensor. Finally, set
to define the Courant-Ricci scalar curvature.
For the sake of brevity, we sometimes drop some of the adjectives and say for example just curvature tensor. R ∇ enjoys symmetries similar to the usual curvature tensor in Riemannian geometry. In particular, the Ricci tensor Ric ∇ is symmetric. Note that all objects in the previous definition are well-defined for general Courant algebroid connections. This is in contrast with the approach taken in [16, 18] where the presence of additional structures on E is necessary. Definition 3.3. Let (E, ·, · E ) be an orthogonal vector bundle. 7 The choice of a maximal positive definite subbundle V + ⊆ E with respect to ·, · E is called a generalized Riemannian metric. It gives an orthogonal decomposition E = V + ⊕ V − , where
for all ψ, ψ ′ ∈ Γ(E), defines a positive definite fiber-wise metric G on E.
Note that, in principle, one can use a more general definition, where the restriction of ·, · E onto V + defines a fiber-wise metric of an arbitrary signature. The corresponding orthogonal involution τ is then an arbitrary one. This is used for example in [18] . However, for our purposes this is an unnecessary generality.
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Example 3.4. Let (E, ·, · E ) = (TM, ·, · T ). Then every generalized metric V + ⊆ E is of the form Γ(V + ) = {(X, (g + B)(X)) | X ∈ X(M )}, where g > 0 is a unique Riemannian metric on M and B ∈ Ω 2 (M ) is a unique 2-form on M . The corresponding fiber-wise metric G can be, with respect to the splitting TM = T M ⊕ T * M , written as a formal 2 × 2 matrix
Definition 3.5. Let ∇ be a Courant algebroid connection. Let V + ⊆ E be a generalized metric. We say that ∇ is metric compatible with
Equivalently, in terms of the fiber-wise metric G, we obtain the usual metric compatibility
for all ψ, ψ ′ , ψ ′′ ∈ Γ(E). We say that ∇ is a Levi-Civita connection on E with respect to V + if ∇ is metric compatible with V + and it is torsion-free if T ∇ = 0. We write ∇ ∈ LC(E, V + ). 7 That is equipped with a fiber-wise metric ·, · E . 8 The set of such generalized metrics is pretty big, for example V + = E is then also a generalized metric.
for all x, y, z ∈ d. Then ∇ 0 ∈ LC(d, E + ). The minus sign in the Courant algebroid bracket will be explained in Section 4.
For a given generalized metric V + , there exist infinitely many Levi-Civita connections 9 . See e.g. [18] or [20] for details. The presence of V + allows us to introduce two new properties of ∇.
Definition 3.7. Let ∇ be a Courant algebroid connection. Let V + ⊆ E be a generalized metric. We say that ∇ is Ricci compatible with V + if the corresponding Ricci tensor Ric ∇ is block diagonal with respect to the orthogonal decomposition
Moreover, we can introduce the scalar curvature with respect to G as
To each Courant algebroid connection ∇, there is a canonically assigned vector field X ∇ ∈ X(M ) which we call the characteristic vector field of ∇. First, one can define a divergence operator div
λ=1 is an arbitrary local frame for E. The action of X ∇ on f ∈ C ∞ (M ) is defined by
where D : C ∞ (M ) → Γ(E) was introduced in Definition 2.3. One has to use both the defining properties of ∇ and the Courant algebroid axioms to prove that the action of X ∇ satisfies the Leibniz rule and thus defines a vector field on M .
For E = TM , Levi-Civita connections can conveniently be used to describe the equations of motion of string low-energy effective actions. We state the result in the form of a theorem, for its proof see [20] . Let ∇ ∈ LC(TM, V + ) be a Levi-Civita connection on TM with respect to V + , such that its characteristic vector field vanishes, X ∇ = 0. Moreover, assume that there is a scalar function φ ∈ C ∞ (M ), such that
9 Except for some low rank cases.
is an arbitrary local frame on M , ρ * is the map in the short exact sequence (18) and h G is a fiber-wise metric on T * M defined by
for all ξ, η ∈ Ω 1 (M ). Note that this connection exists for any given V + and φ.
Then the fields (g, B, φ) satisfy the equations of motion of the low-energy string effective action given by the functional
if and only if ∇ is Ricci compatible with V + and its scalar curvature R G ∇ is zero. R(g) is the usual scalar curvature corresponding to the metric g and
There is a note in order. We have written the condition (53) in a little bit overcomplicated way. The reason for this is explained in detail in [20] . In a nutshell, the left-hand side of (53) is invariant under Courant algebroid isomorphisms, that is if we replace ∇ with its isomorphic image, and the same with ρ and fiber-wise metrics G and ·, · E , it does not change. This will be very important in Section 5. Note that in this case h G = g −1 .
Reductions and Poisson-Lie T-duality
In this section, we will review how the Poisson-Lie T-duality of sigma models fits into the Courant algebroid setting. This is based mostly on the paper [13] .
Two reductions of the same Courant algebroid
First, let us review the general procedure. For a detailed theory of the reduction of Courant algebroids, see [32, 33] .
for all x, y ∈ g, where # : g → X(P ) is the infinitesimal generator of the principal bundle G-action. Moreover, assume that the infinitesimal action
The definition ensures that for each g ∈ G, the pair (R g , R g ) forms a Courant algebroid automorphism. Having an action of G on the Courant algebroid E, there exists a procedure very similar to the symplectic reduction. This allows one to find a reduced Courant algebroid structure on a certain vector bundle E ′ g over the base manifold M of the principal bundle P .
First, ℜ can be viewed as a vector bundle map from the trivial vector bundle 10 P × g to E. As the right action of G on P is free, ℜ is fiber-wise injective. One can thus define its image subbundle K g := Im(ℜ) ⊆ E.
Next, consider the corresponding orthogonal complement K ⊥ g . Both these subbundles are G-invariant with respect to R and moreover, the subbundle K ⊥ g is involutive under the bracket [·, ·] E . Finally, we have to take out the elements isotropic with respect ·, · E . One thus sets
On the level of sections, we have Γ(E
where ♮ is the quotient map induced by R andρ is the map defined by the equivariant vector bundle morphism ρ. Finally, χ denotes the natural map corresponding to the quotient by the subbundle (
are obtained in the obvious way from the corresponding structures on E. With some effort, one can prove that
) is indeed a Courant algebroid, see [32] for details. Now, let us return back to the scenario described in Section 2. Let (d, g) be a Manin pair and let (D, G) be the corresponding pair of Lie groups. Let E = TD be the generalized tangent bundle over D. Let H ∈ Ω 3 cl (D) be defined as
where θ L ∈ Ω 1 (D, d) denotes the left Maurer-Cartan form. In other words, H is proportional to the canonical bi-invariant 3-form on the quadratic Lie group D. We assume that TD is equipped with the Courant algebroid of the H-twisted Dorfman bracket. We will now show that there are two different group actions making TD into an equivariant Courant algebroid.
Reduction using the whole group D First, we can view D as a principal D-bundle π D : D → { * } over the singleton manifold { * }. In this case, the map # :
The induced action ⋗ of d on Γ(TD) is easily calculated to take the explicit form
for all x ∈ d and (Y, η) ∈ Γ(TD). This action clearly integrates to the canonical right translation R induced by the group multiplication on D, whence the map ℜ defines the action on TD making it into a D-equivariant Courant algebroid.
To find the reduced Courant algebroid, it is convenient to identify TD with the trivial vector
, one can write every section of E d as a pair (Φ, Ψ) of vector space valued functions. The anchor
where Ψ ′ , Φ is a fiber-wise contraction of two functions valued in mutually dual vector spaces. The map ℜ defined by (60) viewed as a vector bundle map ℜ ∈ Hom(D × d, E d ) takes the form
D-invariant sections of E correspond to the constant sections, which we denote as (
It is now easy to find the
is the isomorphism induced by the invariant form ·, · d . As this is nondegenerate, we immediately see that
is trivially zero. For the pairing, we have
for all x, y ∈ d. The pairing induced on d thus coincides with the original metric ·, · d . For the Courant algebroid bracket, plugging in the constant sections into (62) gives Reduction using the Lagrangian subgroup G Now, we consider the principal G-fibration π : D → M , where M = D/G is the left coset space corresponding to the subgroup G. Let ℜ : g → Γ(TD) be the action obtained by the restriction of (60) onto the Lie subalgebra g. First, note that for all x, y ∈ g, one has
as g ⊆ d is assumed to be isotropic. Hence K g ⊆ TD is an isotropic subbundle and thus
Using the maximal isotropy of g with respect to ·, · d , one can rewrite this quotient. As it was shown in [13] , this is an application of an elementary linear algebra:
Then there is a subspace decomposition:
On the other hand, we have 0 = ψ, ℜ(y) E = − x, y d for all y ∈ d. The non-degeneracy of ·, · d implies x = 0. Hence the sum is direct and
We have used the injectivity of ℜ and the maximal isotropy implication dim d = 2 · dim g.
This lemma is naturally generalized to vector bundles and our ℜ : d → Γ(TD) satisfies the assumptions of the lemma. In particular, we obtain the decomposition of the corresponding C ∞ (M )-modules of G-invariant sections in the form
This makes the calculation of the above quotient trivial and we conclude that
From the expressions in (65) it is now straightforward to find the
Now, note that
This already suggests that the reduced Courant algebroid E ′ g corresponds to the one in Subsection 2.2. Proposition 4.3. The above described C ∞ (M )-module isomorphism defines an isomorphism of the reduced Courant algebroid (E
) and (E, ρ, ·, · E , [·, ·] E ), the Courant algebroid analyzed in Subsection 2.2.
Proof. First, we have to prove that the anchor ρ ′ g ∈ Hom(E ′ g , T M ) defined by (58) corresponds to ρ ∈ Hom(E, T M ) defined by (10) . As both maps are vector bundle morphisms, it suffices to verify the equality on constant sections of E
for all f ∈ C ∞ (M ). We thus have to show that (
, where # ⊲ (x) are infinitesimal generators of the left action ⊲ defined above (10) . However, this easily follows from the definition. We have thus proved the relation ρ 
Moving the generalized metric: PLT duality
Recall that Poisson-Lie T-duality is a correspondence of two sets of sigma model backgrounds (g, B) and ( g, B) on mutually dual Poisson Lie groups G and G * , respectively. See the original papers [2, 34, 3] . It was suggested already in [27] and more recently in [13] that this in fact corresponds to a lift and subsequent reductions of certain subbundles in the reduction scheme described in the previous subsection. We will now review this procedure. 
If necessary, we will write E + ≡ E and E − ≡ E ⊥ . Similarly to the generalized tangent bundle and Example 3.4, there exists a vector space isomorphism E 0 ∈ Hom(g, g * ), such that
and E 0 = g 0 + B 0 for a positive definite metric g 0 on g and B 0 ∈ Λ 2 g * . Now, recall that we have obtained d as a reduced vector bundle
But
In other words, we have
When we view E ′ g as a subbundle of the trivial vector bundle E = M × d, it follows that E ′ g is in fact the trivial subbundle E ′ g = M × E of E, and the corresponding orthogonal decomposition is:
As the pairing on E is the constant fiber-wise Lie algebra metric ·, · d , it follows that E ′ g ⊆ E is a maximal positive definite subbundle and thus defines a generalized metric on E.
As in Subsection 2.3, we can now assume that g * is a Lie algebra of a connected closed Lie subgroup G * ⊆ D and the infinitesimal dressing action integrates to the global one. It thus induces a diffeomorphism M ∼ = G * , where (G * , Π * ) is the Poisson-Lie group dual to (G, Π). Under this correspondence, E ′ g can be viewed as a trivial subbundle
given by (36) and the isotropic splitting s ′ ∈ Hom(T G * , E ′ ) defined by (38) provide for an isomorphism Ψ ∈ Hom(TG * , E ′ ) having the form
for all (X, β) ∈ Γ(TG * ). The next step is suggestive. We can use Ψ to induce a generalized metric V g + ⊆ TG * . It follows from Example 3.4 that there is a unique pair ( g, B) consisting of a Riemannian metric g on G * and a 2-form B ∈ Ω 2 (G * ). Hence, let V
). To find g and B, it is convenient to work in terms of the right trivialization of T G * . In other words, introduce g ∈ C ∞ (G * , S 2 g) and
for all ξ, η ∈ g * . We will sometimes abuse the notation and view for example E simply as G * -dependent map between two vector spaces g * and g. Similarly, we can define
Note that the map ρ ′ * appearing in Ψ can be written as
k=1 is a fixed but arbitrary basis of g.
, where E := g + B.
Its image under the isomorphism
Evaluating Ψ on the left-hand side using the explicit forms for s ′ and ρ ′ * , one finds
This immediately yields γ = E(ξ). Examining the g * -component, we find the expression
This is precisely the relation giving the background E = g + B of the sigma model on the Lie group G * as proposed in [1] . Completely analogously, one can obtain the dual fields E = g + B on the Lie group G corresponding to the generalized metric V 
Generalized metric upstairs
Note that the lifted subbundle E D ⊆ E d ∼ = TD given by (78) is positive definite, but it is not maximal as rk(E D ) = 1 2 dim g < dim g. E D is thus not a generalized metric on (E d , ·, · Ed ). However, we may still try to find a generalized metric
we have started with is obtained naturally via the reduction from the upstairs vector bundle E d .
Recall that
Looking at (78) and noting the opposite sign in the second component suggests the possible definition of the subbundle E ′ D . Namely
Clearly rk(E 
Since E and E ⊥ are fiber-wise constant, we can determine the result on the level of vector spaces. We have to find an A so that, for any given x ∈ d, there is a unique solution y ∈ E and z ∈ E ⊥ to the equation
As d = g ⊕ g * , we write x = (a, ξ) and y = (b, E 0 (b)) and z = (c, −E T 0 (c)), for a, b, c ∈ g and ξ ∈ g * , where we have used the map E 0 defined by (77). The condition x = y + z leads to a simple system of linear equations for (b, c) with the solution:
Plugging these expressions via (y, z) into the equation A(x) = 
is the (fiber-wise) positive-definite metric corresponding to the original generalized metric E ⊆ d.
We see that the map A ∈ Hom(d, d
* ) has the trivial skew-symmetric part, which immediately yields B d = 0. On the other hand, the metric g d is the right-invariant metric on D generated by the symmetric form 
These two properties imply that one can naturally restrict 
Connections and the dilaton
We have seen that the lift and the consequent reduction of the generalized metric using the Lagrangian subgroups G and G * gives us the correct formula for mutually Poisson-Lie T-dual backgrounds E and E. The main idea of this section is to obtain a pair of Levi-Civita connections ∇ ∈ LC(TG, V g * + ) and ∇ ∈ LC(TG * , V g + ), both of them satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.8. This will make them suitable to describe the equations of motion of the respective string effective actions.
Lift of the connection
First, note that it follows from (65) that there is an isomorphism Ψ w of the vector space
for all (x, y) ∈ w. In particular,
forms an involutive subspace of Γ(E d ) with respect to the bracket (62). We can thus induce a Courant algebroid structure (w, 0, ·, · w , [·, ·] w ) using the isomorphism (92). Explicitly, one finds 
Equivalently, we may consider the connection ∇ w ∈ LC(w, E w ), where E w = Ψ 
where 
for all x, y, z ∈ d. Finally, we have to analyze the compatibility of ∇ w with the generalized metric E w ⊆ w. By recalling how we have constructed V d + , it is easy to see that this subspace takes the form
Consequently, we obtain
for all x, y ∈ d. First, the conditions imposed on ∇ 3 imply that it can be written in the form
for all x, y ∈ d, where a ∈ d * ⊗ Λ 2 d * satisfies the constraint a(x, y, z) + cyclic(x, y, z) = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ d. Recall that we have the decomposition d = E + ⊕ E − , where E + ≡ E and E − = E ⊥ . Let x ± ∈ E ± denote the two projections of the element x ∈ d. The final condition on a is that its only non-trivial components are a(x + , y + , z + ) and a(x − , y − , z − ).
The condition A ′ y (E ⊥ ) ⊆ E implies that the components of the tensor A ′ vanish for the following combinations:
for all x, y, z ∈ d. Finally, the condition ∇
This relation uniquely determines the (+ − +) and (− + −) components of the tensor A ′ , namely
for all x, y, z ∈ d. The only freedom for A ′ is thus in the (+ + −) and (− − +) components. The corresponding Courant algebroid connection ∇ 1 can be now, in terms of of A ′ , rewritten as
There is no further restriction on these components. We conclude that there exists a non-empty class of Levi-Civita connections ∇ w ∈ LC(w, E w ) on the Courant algebroid (w, 0, ·, · w , [·, ·] w ) with respect to the generalized metric E w ⊆ w, such that each connection in this class reduces in a natural way to the given Levi-Civita connection ∇ 0 on d. Note that for the purposes of this paper, we do not need to fix the ambiguity in the connection ∇ w .
We can now use the vector space isomorphism
and then extending it to the whole C ∞ (D)-module Γ(E d ) in order to satisfy the rules in (39). This is possible and to each ∇ w ∈ LC(w, E w ) we find the the unique corresponding
Reduction of
be an arbitrary lift of the given Levi-Civita connection ∇ 0 ∈ LC(d, E). We will now argue that ∇ d can be naturally reduced to the Levi-Civita connection
g is the generalized metric (79). Once more, we employ the important C ∞ (M )-module isomorphism (73). In particular, we claim that
As it is obtained by Leibniz rule extension and
, this boils down to proving that the vector field
This proves that the resulting function
). Recall that we have the canonical identification E 
where ∇ 0 is a fiber-wise extension of the connection ∇ 0 on d to the module Γ(E) = C ∞ (M, d), and ρ(ψ).ψ ′ denotes the action of the vector field ρ(ψ) ∈ on the d-valued function ψ ′ . It is now very easy to prove the required properties of the connection ∇ g .
14 . Moreover, it is metric compatible with the generalized metric E ′ g ⊆ E and it is torsion-free, hence
Proof. Clearly, the map ∇ g defined by (106) satisfies the rules for function multiplication. Its compatibility with both g E and E ′ g and vanishing of the torsion 3-form T ∇ g are tensorial conditions and can be thus checked on constant sections. But this obviously boils down to the assumption ∇ 0 ∈ LC(d, E). 13 As for the generalized metric, we denote it by the same symbol ∇ g . 14 See Subsection 2.2 for the definition.
To conclude this subsection, note that we can consider the case where d = g ⊕ g * is a double of a Lie bialgebra (g, δ). We can thus use the tools in Subsection 2.3 and in particular the isomorphism of E with the Courant algebroid on E ′ = G * × d. We can thus view ∇ g as a Levi-Civita connection on E ′ with respect to E ′ g = G * × E. It is written using the similar formula
for all ψ, ψ ′ ∈ Γ(E ′ ), where ρ ′ ∈ Hom(E ′ , T G * ) is the anchor map given by (36).
Splitting and the characteristic vector field X ∇
We are now getting closer to the main theorems of this paper. We will consider only the case described in Subsection 2.3. In particular, we have the special splitting s ′ ∈ Hom(T G * , E ′ ) which provides us with the explicit isomorphism Ψ ∈ Hom(TG * , E ′ ) given by (81). In particular, we induce the generalized metric V
) ⊆ TG * corresponding to the pair of fields ( g, B) as described in Subsection 4.2. This leads to the idea to define a Courant algebroid connection
for all (X, ξ), (Y, η) ∈ Γ(TG * ). As Ψ forms a Courant algebroid isomorphism of E ′ and the (non-twisted) Dorfman bracket on TG * , it follows that ∇ ∈ LC(TG * , V g + ). Our intention is to use ∇ in order to describe the equations of motion of the low-energy string effective action. Therefore, we have to meet the assumptions of the Theorem 3.8. In particular, the characteristic vector field X ∇ defined by (52) must vanish. We will now prove that this imposes some non-trivial limitations on the choice of the connection ∇ 0 and Lie bialgebra (g, δ).
First, note that we can calculate it directly in terms of the connection ∇ g as the characteristic vector field is invariant under Courant algebroid isomorphisms, see [20] for clarification of this statement. We can thus calculate X ∇ using the formula
α=1 are the constant generators of Γ(E ′ ) corresponding to a fixed (but otherwise arbitrary) basis {t α } dim d α=1 of Lie algebra d. Define an element (t, τ ) ∈ d using the divergence operator for ∇ 0 as
for all (x, ξ) ∈ d = g ⊕ g * . One can now proceed with the calculation of X ∇ to find
where ψ (t,τ ) ∈ Γ(E ′ ) denotes the constant section corresponding to (t, τ ) ∈ d. Let us decompose X ∇ as a sum of two vector fields
where Y ∈ X(G * ) will be now calculated using a little trick. Indeed, define a Lie algebra representationρ :
Extending it to the homomorphism from the universal enveloping algebra U(d), we find that Y =ρ(Ω), where Ω ∈ U(d) is the quadratic Casimir element corresponding to the bilinear form ·, · d . Note that it is then interesting on its own that Y is a vector field. It follows that Y must commute witĥ ρ(x, ξ) for all (x, ξ) ∈ d. In particular, it commutes with all right-invariant vector fields on G * asρ(0, ξ) = −ξ R ′ . This implies that Y is left-invariant. It thus suffices to calculate its value at the group unit e ∈ G * . Using a split basis
, we arrive to the following expression:
where α ∈ g * is a 1-form defined as α(x) = Tr(ad x ), for all x ∈ g. We conclude that
This vector field has to vanish everywhere. In particular, at the unit e ∈ G * . As Π * e = 0, we find the necessary condition for ∇ to satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.8, namely
By plugging this back into the condition X ∇ = 0, we obtain the condition
Note that on the left-hand side, there is a multiplicative vector field on G * . To analyze this further, let us recall the following notion.
Definition 5.2. Let ϕ : g → X(G * ) be an R-linear map. We say that ϕ defines a left-twisted multiplicative vector field on G * if for any x ∈ g, one has
for all g, h ∈ G * . Note that ϕ(x) e = 0 for all x ∈ g. Moreover, the vector field ϕ(x) ∈ X(G * ) is multiplicative if and only if x ∈ g is Ad * -invariant.
It follows from the multiplicativity of Π * that the map ϕ(
is a left-twisted multiplicative vector field on G * . As the left-hand side of (116) is multiplicative, so has to be the right-hand side. This forces t to be the Ad * -invariant element of g. Finally, two multiplicative vector fields are equal iff their intrinsic derivatives coincide, that is
The left-hand side is easily calculated to be [ζ, α] g * . On the other hand, we get
This gives us the final condition on t and α that has to be valid for (x, ζ) ∈ d:
Let us summarize the above results in the form of a theorem.
Theorem 5.3. The characteristic vector field X ∇ ∈ X(G * ) corresponding to the connection ∇ (108) can be written as (114).
In particular, the condition X ∇ = 0 forces τ + α = 0, the vector t ∈ g must be Ad * -invariant (with respect to the G * -action) and the condition (120) must hold. Equivalently, the left and right Haar measures on the integrating Lie group G coincide. We then have to choose ∇ 0 so that (t, τ ) = (t, 0). Moreover, the equation (120) then forces t to be the central element of g which it Ad * -invariant (coadjoint representation of G * on g). As an example, the connection (48) in Example 3.6 satisfies (t, τ ) = (0, 0), thus forming a good candidate.
Calculating the dilaton
Now observe that there is a second assumption in Theorem 3.8 assuming the existence of a scalar function φ ∈ C ∞ (G * ) related to the connection ∇ as in (53). This condition can be again expressed using the connection ∇ g and the corresponding anchor ρ ′ ∈ Hom(E, T G * ). We have to find a scalar function φ ∈ C ∞ (G * ) satisfying the equation
for all vector fields Z ∈ X(G * ), where
is some local frame on G * . Note that it is a priori not clear at all that the right-hand side defines an exact 1-form on G * and for a general connection ∇ 0 and Lie bialgebra (g, δ) it does not. Let us denote the right-hand side of (121) as
. See Section 6 of [20] for an explanation of this notation. Now, note that one can choose the right-invariant frame
k=1 is a fixed basis of g and
is the dual one of g
for all x ∈ g. We can then rewrite the above expression using ∇ 0 and g defined in (4.2), getting
It is now convenient to modify the connection as follows. Recall that the generalized metric E ⊆ d forms the graph (77) of the map E 0 = g 0 + B 0 . We can now consider a twisted connection
for all x, y ∈ d, where e B0 (z, ζ) :
is the Lie algebra bracket defined as
for all x, y ∈ d and E 0 = {(x, g 0 (x)) | x ∈ g}. The simplicity of E 0 is the main reason why to consider the twisted scenario. Let j = e −B0 i. This map has the explicit form
for all x ∈ g. Rewriting (123) using the twisted objects, for each ζ ∈ g * , we find
We will now calculate this quantity for a special choice of the connection ∇ 0 , namely the one examined in Example 3.6. As already noted in Example 5.4 in the previous subsection, this connection is divergence-free. We will show that the general case is then obtained by a simple modification of this case. First, note that ∇ 0 is given by the same formula (48) as ∇ 0 , that is
for all x, y, z ∈ d. The projections x ± are with respect to the generalized metric E 0 ⊆ d. We formulate the result in the form of a theorem.
be a 1-form defined by (127). Then it can be rewritten as
k=1 is a fixed (but arbitrary) basis of g, B and Π * are defined using the right-invariant vector fields as in Subsection 4.2, (a, α) ∈ d are traces of adjoint representations of g and g * as defined in the previous subsection, and Ad Ad Ad ∈ C ∞ (G * , End(g * )) is defined as
for all g ∈ G * and ξ ∈ g * .
Before going to the actual proof of this theorem, let us recall one consequence of the Jacobi identity for the Poisson structure Π * .
Lemma 5.6. The map Π * ∈ C ∞ (G * , Λ 2 g * ) corresponding to the Poisson bivector Π * ∈ X(G * ) satisfies the following identity, for all x, y ∈ g,:
All Lie algebra operations are assumed to be defined point-wise. Denote the 2-form on the righthand side as ω Π * , that is, there holds ω Π * (x, y) = 0, for all x, y ∈ g.
Proof.
Recall the left infinitesimal dressing action (30) and the corresponding antihomomorphism property (31) . Rewriting this identity using Π * and the useful relation
(valid for all x, y ∈ g and ζ ∈ g * ) gives precisely the equation (131).
Next, note that the bracket [·, ·]
for all x ∈ g. We will use the notation
One can use the isomorphisms of g with E 0 ± to induce new objects on g. For example, one can define R-bilinear
for all x, y ∈ g. Similarly, let
for all x, y, z ∈ g. One can use (27) to calculate these objects. We will not write down the results here. Just note that H +−− = H 0 + H 2 and H −++ = H 0 − H 2 , where
and where ad (2) denotes the adjoint action of g * on Λ 2 g * , that is, for all ζ ∈ g * and y, z ∈ g, one has (ad
Now we have prepared all necessary notions for the proof of the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. We will first prove slightly different version of the equation (129). In particular, we claim that W ′ (ζ R ′ ) can be, for all ζ ∈ g * , expressed as
We start from the expression (127). First, note that only the symmetric part of the connection ∇ 0 contributes (due to the sum over k). It reads
for all x, y, z ∈ d. Moreover, both terms contribute equally and it thus suffices to calculate
Write z = (c, λ) for (c, λ) ∈ g ⊕ g * . Using the notation introduced above, one finds
To calculate W ′ (ζ R ′ ), we have to plug x = j( g(t k )), y = j(t k ) and z = j( g(ζ)). Using the explicit form (126) of the map j and the relation (86) implying B = −g
Now, the most difficult part of the proof comes with plugging (142) into the right-hand side of (141). However, as it is a straightforward calculation consisting mostly of a careful grouping of the terms coming from the substitution, we omit it here. Note that one has to use the identity
At this very moment we employ Lemma 5.6 and the equation (131) to see that this is exactly the equation (138). To finish the proof, it remains to prove that it is equivalent to (129). To do so, we examine
On the other hand, one can write the same expression as
Glancing at the calculation above (114), the first term is exactly the vector field
Comparing the both expressions now gives the equation
We thus find b = α − Ad Ad Ad(α). Plugging this back to the expression (138) gives
This is exactly what was to be proved, namely (129).
At this moment, it is not clear how the expression (129) can be useful to calculate the dilaton function φ ∈ C ∞ (G * ). The answer is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.7. Consider the smooth function φ ∈ C ∞ (G * ) defined by
Then its differential can be, for every ζ ∈ g * , written as
In other words, by plugging into (129), we can rewrite the 1-form W ′ as
Proof. In fact, the absolute value in (148) is not necessary. Indeed, for positive definite g 0 , the determinant is always positive. However, to keep the validity of all formulas for indefinite scenario, we continue to write the absolute values where it is appropriate. Now to the actual proof.
It is easy to calculate its exterior derivative using the relation (132). We find the expression
Observe that only the skew-symmetric part B contributes to the sum in the first term. For the other two terms, we shift ζ to the left, obtaining
Plugging this back into the above expression yields
But this is exactly the expression (149).
Now, recall that we have chosen ∇ 0 to be the particular connection from Example 3.6. However, to find the general case is actually quite simple. Therefore, assume that ∇ 0 ∈ LC(d, E) is an arbitrary Levi-Civita connection on d. Note that the 1-form W ′ can be calculated directly from the divergence operator of the connection ∇ ∈ LC(TG * , V g + ). This can be easily seen from Proposition 6.1 and equation (115) in our paper [20] . One has
for all Y ∈ X(G * ), where div g denotes the usual covariant divergence operator of the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to the metric g. One can easily calculate div ∇ using the connection ∇ g and the isomorphism Ψ ∈ Hom(TG * , E ′ ). One obtains
where we have used the definition of ∇ g and t ∈ g is defined by (110). Plugging this expression into (156), we see that for all ζ ∈ g * , one has
We conclude that the 1-form W ′ depends only on the divergence of the connection ∇ 0 , as the other term is fully determined by the choice of the generalized metric E ⊆ d and the geometrical setting. On the other hand, the connection ∇ 0 can be always expressed as a sum
for all x, y ∈ d, where∇ 0 x ∈ LC(d, E) now denotes the connection (48), and k ∈ d * ⊗ Λd * is a unique tensor subject to certain properties following from the fact that ∇ 0 ∈ LC(d, E). One gets
for all x ∈ d. In other words, this is to argue that the term − 1 2 ζ, t in (158) is precisely the one coming from the non-trivial tensor k in (159) measuring the difference of general Levi-Civita connection on d with respect to the generalized metric E from the special one defined by (48). This observation allows us to formulate the main theorem of this subsection.
be an arbitrary LeviCivita connection on d with respect to the generalized metric E. Let ∇ ∈ LC(TG * , V g + ) be the corresponding connection on TG * defined via (108). Let W ′ ∈ Ω 1 (G * ) be the 1-form whose value on the vector field is given by the left-hand side of (53), and define φ ∈ C ∞ (G * ) as
Then, for all ζ ∈ g * , the value of W ′ on the right-invariant vector field ζ R ′ has the form
It is not easy to obtain a general answer to the question of exactness of W ′ . Note that both a and t have to be Ad * -invariant elements of g. We have to assume so for t, see Theorem 5.3. For a, this can be shown as follows. Let ξ, η ∈ g * . Then
as the commutator of two linear operators is always traceless. This observation implies that the 1-form (a − t)
L ′ is bi-invariant and thus closed. However, the term B · Ad Ad Ad(α) corresponds to the 1-form B(α L ′ ) which is not closed in general. It is thus a safe bet to assume (a, α) = (0, 0). In this case, we can choose ∇ 0 so that (t, τ ) = (0, 0), in particular we can work with the one in Example 3.6. We thus introduce the following notion: Definition 5.9. Let (g, δ) be a Lie bialgebra. We say that (g, δ) is a unimodular Lie bialgebra if (g, [·, ·] g ) is a unimodular Lie algebra and δ satisfies the condition
for all η ∈ g * . Equivalently, the corresponding dual Lie algebra [·, ·] g * = δ T is also unimodular.
We will henceforth assume that (g, δ) is a unimodular Lie bialgebra. It follows from Example 5.4 and Theorem 5.8 that we can choose ∇ 0 to be the connection (48) and the corresponding connections ∇ ∈ LC(TG, V g * + ) and ∇ ∈ LC(TG * , V g + ) then both satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.8. Moreover, we have the explicit formula (161) for both dilaton fields.
Analysis of the dilaton
For the sake of completeness, we can now analyze the case when only one of the Lie algebras is unimodular. We still assume that (t, τ ) = (0, 0) and α = 0. However, we allow a = 0. We have
It turns out that the biinvariant form a
This can be proved by a direct calculation. One thus finds
where φ 0 ∈ R in some additive constant. After some simple manipulations, we can write
for some constant φ ′ 0 ∈ R. One can now compare this formula 16 with (3.13) in [10] . The only difference is the overall prefactor −1/2, presumably coming from a different parametrization of the effective action. Note that in the earlier literature [5, 35] , the term containing det(Ad Ad Ad) is missing. However, this does not matter if (g, δ) is a unimodular Lie bialgebra.
Moreover, as pointed to us by the referee, on can also rewrite φ ′ as follows. As d is a quadratic Lie algebra, it is always unimodular. In this subsection, we assume that g is unimodular. When both Lie algebras of the Manin pair (d, g) are unimodular, there is a canonical volume form on the quotient D/G determined uniquely up to a non-zero multiplicative constant. Under the diffeomorphism D/G ∼ = G * , this volume form can be chosen to be the left Haar measure µ ∈ Ω n (G * ). Assume that we have fixed a basis (t k ) n k=1 of g * and set µ to be
Next, the comparison of symmetric parts of (86) yields the formula ( g − B g −1 B) = g 
If (t k ) n k=1 is a right-handed basis of g * , we can write the volume form d vol g as
Finally, comparing this to (166), we may rewrite the dilaton field as
where φ ′′ 0 ∈ R is an irrelevant constant. Note that µ can be any left Haar measure, the resulting difference is then absorbed into φ ′′ 0 . 16 More precisely its dual version with the role of G and G * interchanged.
Poisson-Lie T-duality of effective actions
Finally, we may combine the results of all the above sections to derive the main statement of this paper. In the previous section, we have constructed a pair of connections ∇ ∈ LC(TG, V g * + ) and ∇ ∈ LC(TG * , V g + ) which both satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.8. Now, we can examine their mutual relation in terms of the properties of their respective curvatures. Proof. The statement is a consequence of the fact that scalar curvatures and the Ricci compatibility are preserved by Courant algebroid isomorphisms. Observe that both ∇ and V g + are constructed from ∇ g and E ′ g using the Courant algebroid isomorphism Ψ ∈ Hom(TG * , E ′ ). Moreover, the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the corresponding scalar curvatures of ∇ g can be calculated using only the constant sections of E ′ . But the formula (107) then implies that all those quantities are constant on G * and equal to those of ∇ 0 . Similarly, as E ′ g = G * × E, the same stands true for the Ricci compatibility.
Obviously, completely the same statement holds for the relation between the connection ∇ 0 and the Levi-Civita connection ∇ ∈ LC(TG, V g * + ). This quite simple observation immediately implies the main theorem of this work. We will include the notation to make it self-contained. Theorem 6.2 (Poisson-Lie T-duality of effective actions). Let (g, δ) be a unimodular Lie bialgebra. Let (G, Π) and (G * , Π * ) be two mutually dual connected Poisson-Lie groups integrating the Lie bialgebra (g, δ) and the dual one (g * , δ * ), respectively.
Let E ⊆ d be a generalized metric on d. One can write E = {(x, E 0 (x)) | x ∈ g}, for a linear isomorphism E 0 ∈ Hom(g, g * ) such that E 0 = g 0 + B 0 for a positive definite metric g 0 ∈ S 2 g * and a 2-form B 0 ∈ Λ 2 g * . Let Π ∈ C ∞ (G, Λ 2 g) and Π * ∈ C ∞ (G * , Λ 2 g * ) be defined as
for all ξ, η ∈ g * and x, y ∈ g. Define E ∈ C ∞ (G, Hom(g, g * )) and E ∈ C ∞ (G * , Hom(g * , g)) by
Decompose these maps into the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts, that is, E = g + B and E = g + B, and define the fields (g, B) and ( g, B) by g(x R , y R ) = g(x, y), B(x R , y R ) = B(x, y),
g(ξ R ′ , η R ′ ) = g(ξ, η), B(ξ R ′ , η R ′ ) = B(ξ, η),
for all x, y ∈ g and ξ, η ∈ g * .
(iii) The whole theory works to some extent also for indefinite metrics. If the symmetric part g 0 of the map E 0 is not positive-definite, problems on various places can occur. In particular, some of the maps involved need not to be invertible, e.g. the map E 0 + Π * , whose inverse E then provides for the backgrounds ( g, B) . However, everything can still work if one is careful enough to avoid these invertibility problems.
(iv) Note that most of Lie algebras interesting for applications in physics are unimodular. In particular, every quadratic Lie algebra is unimodular. This includes e.g. all semisimple Lie algebras.
However, there is a lot of Lie bialgebras which are not unimodular. For example, in the classification of six-dimensional Drinfeld doubles in [36] , any Manin triple where one of the Lie algebras is isomorphic to the one of the Bianchi algebras in the set {3, 4, 5, 6 a , 7 a } does not correspond to an unimodular Lie bialgebra.
(v) In the proof of Proposition 5.7, we have shown that the dilaton field (148) is a smooth function solving the equation d φ = W ′ . It follows that it is determined only up to an additive constant. However, its choice is completely irrelevant for the low-energy effective string actions, as it only multiplies the corresponding functional by a non-zero real constant.
(vi) Note that all arguments used in this paper work also for the more general consideration of two different Manin triples (d, g, g ′ ) and (d, g, g ′ ) with the same quadratic Lie algebra (d, ·, · d ), assuming that g and g are unimodular, respectively. We can then compare the effective actions on Lie groups G * and G * , provided the formulas for dilaton fields are generalized as in (166).
Observe that the connection ∇ 0 defined by (48) is independent of any choices of the subspaces g and g or their complements. We can thus immediately generalize Theorem 6.2 to include the so called Poisson-Lie T-plurality, see [10] .
(vii) So far, we have considered only the simplest case where the split Manin pair (d, g, j) corresponds to a Manin triple (d, g, g * ) and thus to a Lie bialgebra (g, δ). However, it should be possible to generalize the results in this paper to the case where (d, g, j) gives rise to a Manin quasi-triple (d, g, g ′ ) and consequently to a Lie quasi-bialgebra (g, δ, µ). One would have to employ the techniques involving quasi-Poisson structures on Lie groups, see [37] . More generally, one can consider a general principal bundle with the structure Lie group D. We plan to address these two generalizations in the near future.
